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Established in 1989, Hung Pump Group (HPG) is renowned as one of Taiwan’s leading pump makers and 
branded vendors for a comprehensive lineup encompassing clear and dirty water pumps, garden pumps, 

sewage pumps, high-pressure pumps, grinder pumps irrigation pumps, well pumps and industrial pumps, as well 
as related accessories and peripherals.

HPG’s products are widely sought-after among buyers of various scale and industries for excellent quality and 
functionality, due to this veteran maker’s consummate production skills and rich knowledge that continue to be 
upgraded for some 27 years through cooperation with globally known branded pump vendors. Also notable is that 
HPG offers world-class products backed by quality and ISO-9001-certified factory, where floor layout and quality 
control conform to the international standards.

To stay ahead of competitors, HPG engages itself in field tests to gain 
feedback so as to better hone know-how and production technology. By 
doing so, the maker aims to satisfy customers with not just high-quality 
products, but specialized troubleshooting.

For example, HPG sends engineers and service technicians to regions where 
its pumps are ordered to be used, to collect information on environmental parameters and 
analyze correlation coefficients between ambient factors and its pumps. Thanks to such 
dedication to the scientific method, HPG’s products generally outperform competing models 
in water conservation and service life, and are widely applied in rural farming in China, water 
conservancy projects in Indonesia, water supply systems in Vietnam, and water supply systems in other countries 
to effectively address demand for clean water resources and a sustainable environment.

HPG markets pumps under its “APP,” “Bossco” and “Makerlen” brands globally, with branch offices and 
affiliates in many countries to provide timely services to customers from all corners of the world, which the firm 
believes are key to achieving customer satisfactions.

Underpinned by its motto to offer specialized, reliable and sensible products and services, this technology-
driven, service-oriented pump maker has built solid profile over its peers as a supplier with a proven track-record 
in the segment globally. (SC)
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